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Background 
Set against a backdrop of considerable changes, the APM aimed to give direction and meaning to our 
new strategy. It looked at ways to bridge the divide between research and development, to assure 
both excellent science and excellent development outcomes.  
 
The APM provided a unique opportunity for all of ILRI staff to engage in organization wide 
conversations on purpose, practice and policy; offer new inspiration to galvanize key initiatives, 
foster team building and learning, and consolidate our commitments around ILRI’s new mission and 
vision. The intended outcomes were: 
 
 Widespread individual and team awareness and buy-in of our new strategy 
 Identified big issues that we can immediately work on to make our strategy live 
 Agreement how we will implement the critical success factors set out in the strategy, and 
individual roles in this 
 Wider understanding of ILRI’s activities and their potential to achieve impact 
 A set of actions and suggestions to improve the way that ILRI operates 
 
This document beings together the notes from the various conversations. It is not a synthesis. APM 
documentation is as follows: 
 
Wiki linking to the sessions and outputs: http://ilriapm2013.wikispaces.com/ 
Posters:  http://www.slideshare.net/ILRI/tag/apm2013 
Photos: http://www.flickr.com/photos/ilri/sets/72157633269265865 
Graphic facilitation outputs: http://www.flickr.com/photos/ilri/tags/apmgraphics/ 
Blogposts: http://clippings.ilri.org/tag/apm2013  
Prezis:  http://prezi.com/user/ilri/ 
APM in pictures (video): www.youtube.com/watch?v=lBibitJcy_w 
 
Wherefore ILRI?  
Jimmy Smith opened the APM with a quick review of where the institute has come from, where it is 
now and where it’s going. 
 
If, unlike Mr Hastings (see the 
presentation), we are not lost, 
where are we going? Well, for 
example, we’re moving: 
 from pathways out of 
poverty to better lives 
through livestock. 
 from reactive 
responses to proactive 
management of 
livestock ‘bads’. 
 from regional presence to regional programs. 
 And from action research to development in action. 
 
And how will we get there? We must: 
 make ILRI the world’s renowned research for development institution. 
 make ILRI the place to be and to work. 
 work for the poor  that’s not our  ob    it’s our mission. 
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Chat show – ILRI and the wider development agenda 
Chat show guests Modibo Traoré and Gine Zwart 
zoomed in on partnerships as the key to take 
livestock research to end users. Only then will 
our research findings meet people’s needs. 
Capturing local tacit knowledge is another 
massive opportunity. 
The chat show got the audience into a card-
waving mood. Some issues attracting a red 
(maybe yellow!) card were: 
 Is ILRI too far from smallholder farmers 
and the development community to have 
impact at scale? 
 Will increasing livestock productivity 
truly lift smallholder farmers out of 
poverty? 
 Beyond the green revolution, much 
CGIAR research has not delivered results. 
 We need to recognize complexity in the 
systems where we work and in the 
approaches we need to adopt. 
 We know farmers have a lot of tacit knowledge that we can learn from; we need to act on 
this! 
 Delivering value for money requires the right balance between pursuit of high-end science 
and that of responsive adaptive research for development. 
 
 
Showcasing ILRI research for development  
 
 
Napier Grass – Alexandra Jorge 
ILRI genebank manager Alexandra Jorge reported that the popular livestock forage known as Napier 
(or ‘elephant’) grass is suffering from two life-threatening diseases, smut and stunt. 
 
To better control these diseases, ILRI and partners tested many Napier varieties and determined 
those that both produce a lot biomass and possess resistance to these diseases. 
 
Jorge argued that ILRI's 30-year old Forage Genebank is an under-tapped resource and challenged 
ILRI scientists to find innovative ways to exploit its possibilities more fully in future. 
 
See the presentation 
 
Responding to Jorge’s remarks, Girma Kassa, of the USAID-funded Livestock Market Development 
project, noted that lack of feeds is among the issues that are top of his agenda. 
 
'Drought-tolerant forages would be of tremendous help in pastoral areas’, he said. But how, he 
asked, should these varieties be taken up by policymakers and upscaled? 
 
Edmealem Shitaye, project manager at FAO, underlined the need to work with local people.  
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Tadesse Sori, of the Ethiopian Ministry of Livestock Development, said that livestock feed is indeed 
critically important in Ethiopia. 'There will be great interest in this grass once the upscaling path is 
clear', he said. 
 
IBLI – Andrew Mude 
Andrew Mude said policymakers, private insurance companies (initially, IBLI worked with Equity 
Insurance Agency, a subsidiary of Equity Bank, and UAP insurance company) and pastoralists all 
attended the launch of IBLI in Marsabit, a town and county in Kenya’s remote northern drylands 
with a high number of pastoral herders, in January 2010.  
 
See the presentation 
 
IBLI uses historical data on drought-related livestock deaths and forage availability to create a model 
that predicts how many animals will die when the available forage drops below a certain threshold. 
Having never had insurance available to them before, pastoral buy-in for this novel insurance 
scheme was crucial for the success of the project. The success or failure of the project thus relied 
greatly on training pastoralists about how IBLI works. And its initial work has worked just fine: IBLI 
has been awarded both the Kenya Vision 2030 ICT Innovation Award and the Poverty Reduction 
Equity and Growth (PEGNet) Best Practice Innovation Award. 
 
Challenges: Initially, when the project started, about 2000 pastoralists bought insurance, but that 
number has dropped since then. This resulted in some commercial partners opting out and funders 
questioning the pro ect’s economic viability. But an impact assessment study showed that 
households covered with IBLI fared better than those that bought no cover.  
 
For example, there was a 33% drop in households employing hunger strategies (which lead to long-
term harm of children’s cognitive development), a 50% reduction in distress sales of animals due to 
drought, and 33% fewer households relying on food aid.  
These facts convinced donors to fund the second phase of the project and implementation partners 
to deepen their commitment. With these resources, IBLI is now scaling up and out across other 
counties of northern Kenya, and improving the design and precision of the IBLI insurance contracts. 
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Knowledge sharefair, and scientific poster session 
The afternoon of day 1 was a ‘sharefair’ that aimed to: 
 Expose ILRI staff to the rest of ILRI; 
 Showcase great stuff; 
 Allow people to learn 
 
It was an opportunity for each part of ILRI to show what it is doing, to explain its work and value. It 
covered the whole of ILRI, research, operation, and support.  It comprised: 
1. Science poster session – See the posters online: 
http://www.slideshare.net/ILRI/tag/apm2013 
2. A set of display stands or spaces for different parts of ILRI. 
3. Nine ‘learning slots’ for someone to explain or teach something that staff should know.  
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Open space on pressing issues 
 
This activity was designed to allow staff to self-organize to explore some of the key issues that ILRI 
will face as we move towards the implementation of our new strategy.  
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Do we need long boring 
questionnaires? 
Discussion points: 
- What is the alternative? 
- Bring information to get them 
- We use less data (information) what we’ve 
retained 
- Quality of the data? 
- Cost of collecting data  
- When you are not sure about the question 
- Who is collecting information 
- How to collect data – build trust with farmers 
- Evaluators should be trained 
- We sometimes collect data that is not analysed 
well 
- Complexity of the questionnaires 
- What not using next technologies – discourage 
people to have long questionnaires 
- What should we do now? – Step to undiluted 
capacity? 
- More time for elaborating the questionnaire (structures) and only 15 days to count the data! 
- Issue of translating questionnaire – local language 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Do it step by step 
- What are our research questions? 
- Produce the number of questions / payers especially when working with NGO 
- The questions should be impartial 
- Base questions in study 
- You have to ask for the outputs  
- Let’s have a group to discuss this point 
 
How do we strengthen our regions? 
Discussion points: 
- Personnel – “spread” 
- Partnerships 
- Proposal development 
- OCS & ILRI strategy connecting 
- Vision on ILRI regional development – long term 
- Lesson from successful inter-regional collaborative actions 
- Coverage of more / different countries within region – e.g. east Africa  
- Adoption of results / finding across / between regions 
- Communication between regions 
- Communicating ILRI visibility 
- Awareness of key conference / actively communicating with regions at ILRI level 
- Language barrier 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Mapping of priorities / issues – partners 
- Linking regions with CRPs 
- Having critical mass of expertise 
- Investing more in partnerships 
- Inclusion in development of CN & proposals 
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- Regional visions 
- Prioritising from country level – building. 
- Organise international conference – once every 2-3 
years 
- Working more closely with NARS and regions 
- Research / student exchange between regions 
- Website design and usability 
- Allocate resource to translation – of basic language use 
- Regions  We don’t know what people are doing? 
- Just the way Asia profile- have profiles for African team 
Comments 
- Why are we not in Latin America? 
 
How do we improve collaboration and 
communication within ILRI?  
Discussion points: 
- How do we communicate in an efficient manner? 
(research) 
- Sharing ideas within disciplines. How can we achieve 
this? 
- Improving performance 
- Cannot force collaboration but at least create an 
atmosphere and platform to facilitate collaboration 
- Time constraint – constrains participation in seminars 
and across discipline discussions 
- Lack of communication and collaboration create 
duplication 
- More communication but most importantly it is the quality of communication 
- What is the optimal amount of communication? 
- Do not push info to others but create spaces where people can choose 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Make time or block time in calendar for collaboration 
- Plan design ‘brown bags’ on collaboration 
- Play ‘weekly’ meetings to discuss issues and ideas – 
cross team meetings 
- Create a database / resource list for colleagues not 
located at ILRI campuses 
- Make pace at the ‘Friday coffee’ for sharing ideas 
(make it a comfortable space for talking – module 
chairs). 
- Create ‘open-door policy’ 
- Record seminars – put on websites to allow others to 
watch and follow up 
Comments 
- Need to value and reward to happen 
- Can we institutionalise this and reward it 
- Real trade-off between our time availability and desire 
to communicate 
- One platform rarely works for all 
- Yes! Pull info rather than get it pushed 
- People need to proactively ‘pull’ and not want 
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How can we unlock the genetic potentials of existing local livestock breeds? 
Discussion points: 
1) Better understanding and mapping of the resources 
- understand the needs and aspirations of owners 
- Identify / predict systems where they best fit 
2) present  /share the evidence 
- who needs to know what 
3) Design and implement sustainable 
programs 
- with shareholders define breeding 
objective 
- develop multiplications delivery options 
- what are associated business models 
- what are the institutional / organisational 
needs 
- what policies / how can they be made 
more enabling? 
- Strategies (technologies and opportunities 
presented) 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Synthesize existing related knowledge and info 
- Engage key stakeholders to share  
- Innovative recording, data management platforms and feedback systems 
- Develop / support farmer / breeder organisations to influence / sustain / promote the improved 
breed types 
- Evidence to enable isolated businesses 
- Influence – policy (enabling) 
Comments 
- Assumes what remains to be proven 
- What is the timetable? 
- When can you say a breeding program is sustainable? 
- Please respond offices to ensure follow up and data 
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How do we get high-level research to deliver development outcomes?  
Discussion points: 
- Young scientists feel less empowered to engage in partnership 
- How do we communicate findings? 
- Asking the right questions 
- What sort of engagement and when? Who 
to engage with? 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Institutionalise engagement and 
partnership as an explicit part of proposal 
don’t and M&E 
- Capacity building (empowerment) of ILRI 
staff to engage more and better 
- Need for more space  /room for young 
scientists to engage partners 
- Need clear guidelines for imitating 
partnership 
- Give young scientist more space to engage with partners within existing partnership 
engagement structures 
- Institutionalize knowledge management 
- Understanding who to engage  
- Understanding how partners decision-making would benefit from what you do 
- Engagement processes – at the proposal development and stage / identifying problems 
together 
- Need for more institutional (ILRI) support for partnership engagement for proposed 
development 
- Need for cross discipline collaboration within ILRI 
- Improve on how to package message from our analysis  
Comments 
- Assumes what remains to be proven 
- What is the timetable? 
- When can you say a breeding program is sustainable? 
- Please respond offices to ensure follow up and data 
 
Why are farmers not using the available technologies? 
Discussion points: 
- Weak leaks between technological 
developers and farmers 
- Cost? Capacity to use 
- No mechanism to actively 
promote the techs 
- Value of the technology not 
obvious with livestock keepers 
- Reason for keeping livestock differ 
market failures / access – no need for 
tech 
- Deeper understanding of farming 
systems 
Actions and Recommendations 
- Use a system approach to research – understand the objectives of keeping livestock 
- Enabling environmental policy 
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- Make technology as easy as possible 
- Involve stakeholders in technology 
- Better co-ordination of the actors 
- Lessons learned 
- Promote market orientation 
- Partnership – PPP and commercial entries 
 
Engaging and working with national partners 
Discussion points: 
- How to choose a partner? – 
sometimes we have no choice 
- Capacity 
- Culture  
- How do we get chosen as 
partners? 
- Incentives – fairness? 
- Setting expectations 
- How to get buy-in ownership? 
- Complementary vs. overlapping / 
competition 
- “Bureaucracy” – how to minimise 
it? 
- How to “drop” partners – 
difference between partner, NGO 
- Co-ordination with donors 
Why partner? 
- To spread our research agenda?  
- To leverage development actions?  
- To foster learning? 
- Gives us an opportunity to evolve – the way to science 
- To connect (harmonise) our agendas with those of partners (for leverage). 
Action & Recommendations: 
- Do a need assessment and capacity building 
- Be patient – don’t take over to induce buy-in 
- Be frank about problems; challenges 
- Be open to other options 
- Use a good partner – survey of partners 
- Explain long term strategies with partners 
- Setting and managing expectations, e.g. publication authors 
- Create a relationship, before taking business 
Comments: 
- Mapping partners and rank – select? 
- Need to clarify who is a ‘real’ partner and why 
- This is a good, we need to look into this 
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Zoonosesoutcomes 
Discussion points: 
Ecozeid 
- CM – policy meeting vet cap; ID 
meeting 
- Manuals 
- Proper review and abstract CMU 
- Spend $ 
Pig Risk 
- Policy task 
- Failed to institutionalise ILRI 
- Questionnaires  
- Report due – email 
Epi in the east 
- RA report 
New Proposals 
Actions and Recommendations 
- Summarise different outcome 
processes 
- Include in CMU policy day you pathway of how the day is influencing policy  
- Getting Bios into regimes 
- Northern help with economics 
 
Research opportunities at the plant-livestock interface 
Discussion points:  
- Feed;  
- plants as research tools (e.g. protein 
expression-vaccine production);  
- food-feed systems; plant compounds in 
livestock(e.g. tick deterrence);  
- crop residues as feed; crop influence on 
livestock disease;  
- pollinators;  
- environmental impacts;  
- fertilizer;  
- food and food safety;  
- draft power;  
- wildlife disciplines – economy; 
ILRI Assets 
- Forage gene bank 
- Labs, green house 
- Expertise 
- Locations 
- Partners 
- livestock 
Funding Resources: 
- BecA – ABCF (National / partners; other CG 
centres) 
- Feed the future – partnering for innovation 
- CRPs – ideas during upcoming revamp 
- Global environmental facilities 
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- Large proposal – open areas – ILRI ideally suited 
- ARC workshops – Pearl program – integrate plant and livestock as sub-focus 
Actions and recommendations::  
- Capacity building; identifying and exploiting common techs and expertise 
- Feeds: breeding for food and feed traits – nutrition; - multi-purpose plants 
- Study on nutrient cycling in mixed systems – keep nutrients in the system  
- Rumen studies – feed, toxins 
- Intensification – disconnect between plants-animals 
- Plant extracts for disease control 
- Food safety – identify skills needed along research and value chain 
- Crop residues – nutrient use efficiency and trade-offs through the cycle 
- Remote-sensing for mapping grasses 
- Wildlife – use of indigenous species  
Comments: 
- Need to review previous pros to avoid mistakes and build on good things 
 
Capacity to innovate 
 Discussion points: 
- How to use IS in CRPs? What do CRP’s want? 
- Know what works and what 
doesn’t? 
- We know principles – but practices? 
- Who are we? Should we do this? 
- History of IS in ILRI:  Innovation 
process – 1 of 5 themes – later 
combined with targeting group  
- Now: rethinking innovation in ILRI 
- What structure?  Where in ILRI?   
Actions and recommendations: 
- Need innovation capacity in ILRI  
- It’s also about (social) learning 
- Do research – you can’t leave 
‘systems’ out 
- Capacity development is not research driven yet? – should it be?   
- Revisit way we look at technology – balance between testing and developing 
- Agreement  it’s broader beyond IPs? Abstract? 
- What are topics? Use existing models and reflect on our experiences 
- Partnerships  We’re a tiny player in CRPs – systematically see what they need? – there is a 
vacuum in ILRI now 
- Need to be brought together 
Comments; 
- ILRI – research institute on an innovation one? Different skill! 
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ILRI interactions with CSO’s (and why the Oxfam rep did not know ILRI) 
Discussion points: 
- Change of ILRI name (from ILRI) had big impact on identity… 
- Knowledge of ILRI may vary depending on sector 
- ILRI doing a range of work with civil society partners – much of it not documented 
- Personal contacts important – but should it be institutionalised? 
- Potential partnerships with CSO’s regarding ILRI capacity building and work on the ground 
- Communication marketing weak? ILRI smaller than we think! 
- CSOs strong in tools, method, approaches – we can learn from and feed into research… 
- CSO’s – remember general level actions, not just the big NGO players 
- Need for increased understanding but when ILRI and CSOs, do we listen? How can we act on 
this? Need for more reflection, sharing. Listening -  will lead to increased convergence 
- Lack of understanding / agreement within ILRI about what constitutes ‘research’ and 
‘development’ 
- Why does so much money go to promote mono-culture systems and ‘production’ when we’re 
focused on small problems and the poor  
The possible causes 
- ILRI did not go beyond research to extension where Oxfam works 
- Research and development is still new phenomenon 
- ILRI has not been proactive enough to approach to development players like Oxfam – outputs 
were not for them 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Policy statement on scale, how to penetrate development system, relationship etc. 
- More learning / sharing events between ILRI and civil society org. 
- Communication statement (internal) regarding R4D approaches and how we can connect with? 
Development partners and keeps ‘research excellence’ 
- Identify key players in a map to development outcomes and work with them 
- Make more efforts to let them know how important livestock is for poverty reduction issues as 
a start, especially senior level 
- Make more efforts to increase ILRI publicity and brand (ILRI t-shirt, cap). 
Comments 
- What’s the impact pathway for us? 
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Linking cutting edge research with real problems 
Discussion points:  
- New – cutting edge for real problems – impact 
- Concepts 
- Products 
- How do we do that? How do we know? 
- Getting science right – “use your brains” 
- Influence partners - evidence 
- Research = proper documentation 
- “Community thinking”. Structure. 
Actions and recommendations: 
- New things come also from community, not only lab / office ideas 
- Individuals are creative! (Not communities) and find entrepreneurs  
- Also use NGO for ideas 
- They know the creative people in the field (probably) 
- Show passion (for your work) 
- Stimulate, innovate,  thinking in government – receptive to new ideas. 
- Sustainability? (NGO’s tend to be more innovative than government) 
 
How can ILRI encourage development organisations to be part of 
initiatives? 
Discussion points:  
- Partnerships – NGOs know local situation better than us – what do they need? 
- Understand why we are not part 
- Present your ideas to partners – more creative 
- Show comparative advantage – add value; what do we have to offer? 
- Who are they? Which organisations – NGO? More? Other? 
- Something wrong with our image?! – Which issues? 
- Farmers associations 
- Government 
- Also depends on extension systems – influencing policy donors (other esp.) 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Involve new partners, e.g. entire VC – not used to do (get) 
- Connect to existing forum 
- Show that we have expertise!  
- Put effort in understanding them – equal partnerships & reach to them 
- Come up with cutting edge link research output / product clearly to farmers 
- Also linked to modern technologies and address real life problems that result in impact 
- “Actionable” things – circle (feedback in ILRI) and demonstrate evidence 
- Action research and integrated solutions 
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ILRI with partners can develop improved chicken 
lines and breeds for impact 
Discussion points: 
 Why – pro-focus, genetic diversity and potential exits; 
nutrition, health and gender Focus; evidence exists 
 Achievable and feasible 
- Short operation interval 
- Low initial investment 
- Pro-intensification 
- High return on investment 
- High scale-ability  
Partnership and institutional arrangement to deliver 
- Aligned with existing policies of key actors 
- Start-up institutional arrangement exist 
- Communicate and influence 
- Capacity building! 
Actions and Recommendations 
- Define breeding objectives / goals of the end users 
- Map the various value chains 
- Develop the genotyped tailored to the specific needs 
- Develop feasible business model of multi-playing and 
development managing  
- Develop and mature platform to communicate and influence 
with key actors / partners 
- Ensure activities and gender balance 
 
Awards and Rewards 
Discussion points: 
- Awards to be based not just on publications but 
related to R4D approaches and impact on the 
ground. How do we measure this? 
- Teams not just individuals to be recognised – 
system for nominating teams 
- New MPE systems required – in addition to urgent 
performance appraisals 
- Issues with recruitment - need to be clearer about 
positions, what’s required and matching people to 
positions – people who understand the position 
should be involved in classification process. Poor 
system for promoting people – not formalized.  
- Not enough staff – people spread too thin- major 
implications for quality of outputs and impact – 
relates to awards and rewards limits need to be 
placed on what people work on – e.g. 3 projects 
max! 
- Structured approach needed e.g. scientists to post 
doc ratio – similar formula to be implemented 
throughout the institute 
- Less risk averse approach required 
- Capacity building and training could serve as an 
award / reward  
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- Support services weak – need the right people in place! 
- Clearer ideas about progression routes within positions 
- Clearly defined roles and responsibilities – science, logistics, support 
- Team objectives set to regular time frames with rewards / celebrations of efforts – helps to track 
work 
- Team building exercises / efforts to increase staff morale and energy 
- Good staff management and mentoring required. Art of delegation important! 
- Awards that stimulate staff to innovate – in a way that doesn’t make people feel territorial about 
ideas 
Action & Recommendations: 
- Theme / institutional leaders to give certain number of awards per year for team work– annual 
event! Rewards to be certificate, cash. Writing retreats time! 
- Promotion of teams / individuals for external awards – institutional recognition 
- Set team objectives with timeframes – regular rewards – celebrations (e.g. lunches, retreats) 
- External staff (to team) and senior staff invited to team presentations of work – internal 
recognition  
- Team building and capacity building events (budgets needed for this) 
- ILRI award events – chance for ILRI staff from regions / different campuses to meet and interact 
– regional and global events 
- Empower people to work in teams – can provide support and incentives to one another 
- Range of categories for awards – team efforts, innovative ideas, impact / implementation / 
uptake of ideas etc. Google poll among staff 
to decide categories 
- Review of institutional structure – ratio of 
staff positions, roles and responsibilities, 
new appraisal systems and award systems to 
be developed 
- Place for nominating awards, showcasing 
work, sharing and promoting ideas, e.g. 
yammer page? – RMIS form to suggest 
Comments: 
- Introverts are not rewarded by public awards 
- The current reward system needs to be 
improved 
- Award for best partners! 
 
 
Gender: why? how? should I? 
Discussion points: 
- Consider target populations when doing 
research 
- Think we are developing “gender neutral” 
interventions – plan for gender issues 
- Need to “institutionalise” gender with ILRI 
and with partners 
- Who makes decisions in household? Affects 
the overall project outcomes 
- “Households” don’t always share 
information 
- “gender” isn’t  ust about women  
- Women researchers – need equity at all 
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levels – more advanced understanding is very limited within the CG network and with partners 
- Need to be careful how we interpret gender in communities 
- We need to be culturally sensitive but also recognize the human rights issues that can occur 
when analyzing gender issues 
- Need to understand communities better to understand gender issues – link with partners 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Gender expertise needs to be mainstreamed within projects and programs, but may need a 
person dedicated to gender issues and analysis initially 
- Having men as gender experts very important 
- Gender analysis needs to occur at the beginning 
- Produce gender-related evidence 
- Create multi-disciplinary / gender teams 
- Need to consider “power” balance in pro ects 
- Need to engage more men in understanding gender issues and recognize the need for balanced 
gender equity (women AND men) across all our work 
- Document cross-site learning on gender in multiple countries  - create database / have tools 
available 
- Need longer time for projects to have gender impact 
- Gender must be included in partner collaboration studies / focus (non-negotiable) 
- Phased targets for gender in projects 
- Must consider gender limited factors when starting projects 
 
Forecasting ecosystem services 
Discussion points: 
- Soliciting interest in using a new ecosystem model to forecast 
forage production and carbon storage 
- The model, G-Range, is focused on savannahs and rangelands 
- We are seeking data on biomass production in grazing lands 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Adopt the global livestock production system classification for 
rangeland (near ILSA geo-wiki hybrid crop player to be 
incorporated 
- Gridded livestock densities = pressure / intensity 
- Explore remotely-sensed fire market approaches (based on land-
surface temperature measurements). Historic data could be 
corrected. 
 
Settling in new staff 
Discussion points: 
Improving the induction booklet – 
Find a right incentives to reward a pool of induction shepherd’s for 
new comers fellow nationals? 
Using ICTs, KMIS to facilitate induction, videos. 
Helping out staff spouses and family 
Procurement and liaison with national authorities, 
Spread out induction process in time and along with important points first. 
Parking Lot:  think also about induction for ILRI staff joining partner organization 
 
Actions and recommendations 
HR and CapDev to link with the managers to monitor induction, 
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Procurement services should make procurement process more open, 
HR can improve the induction booklet 
CapDev will do a similar induction booklet for students 
All support teams and science teams to write short document hour they can help new staff and 
nominate contact point. 
HR should coordinate whole process of induction  
Informal on job offer should be the same as on contract: HR 
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Open space on ILRI’s critical success factors 
The consultative process leading to the new ILRI strategy has identified five critical success factors 
and partnerships as the areas where ILRI needs to excel to deliver intended outcomes. These were 
the basis for small groups to discuss a series of questions around the CSFs: 
 Getting the science right 
 Influence decision makers 
 Grow capacity 
 Sustainable funding 
 ILRI fit for purpose. 
 
 
What will ILRI look like 5 years from now when we are delivering science, 
influencing decisions and developing capacity? 
Discussion points:  
- There is a vision and mission but not internalised…used… 
- What is the research agenda that is needed so that we will work on? 
- Is there a distinction but not research & development? 
- Appreciation for the softer science 
- What is the IRLI impact path way? 
- How can we keep staffs on post? 
- 5 years too short (20 years?) 
- Policy matters, beneficiaries 
- Donor’s agenda (influencing) 
- Let’s have it as a short, mid and long term plan / strategy  
- Responding to CRPs 
- We have to have our own, not depend fully on CRPs 
- Attractive work place for research and development 
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- Regional focus for impact! 
- Prepare monitoring / evaluation impacts  
- We have better interaction b/n quantitative and facilitative  
- Getting the livestock issue on donors agenda 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Revisiting, modifying, re-informing, engaging the strategy for ILRI? 
- Continuous reflection across units and on their connections to the vision 
- Be attractive. Work place to commit to similar institutions! 
- Career pathway with in ILRI 
- We need an impact pathway 
- Set-up long term strategy with short, mid and long term with indicators 
- A clear regional AGENDA embedded in a strategy  
- Mixed methods approach for M & E 
- If we want to influence policy we need the right people! The same for donor! 
  
How can we make ourselves more attractive to investors? 
Discussion points:  
- Demonstrate value for money 
- For impact (historically) 
- Brand quality work well (IRLI) 
- Communication targeted and delivered 
– use partners 
- Trust 
- “Innovative” and “high quality” – 
standards 
- Degree of influence on decision 
makers! 
- Deliver – where; how (learn from 
success and failure); what; on time; to 
whom. 
- Tell story about delivering!; research; 
research with development 
- Target investors 
- Convince other parties about our value, 
even if donors don’t value it originally 
- Synergies among modules 
- “innovate” and experiment – enable 
this 
- USPs? 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Strategy for visibility but acknowledge partners 
- Clear and well-targeted communication 
- Long term partners including end users 
- Target investors 
- Enable innovation and experimentation 
- Tell story about delivering 
Who should we cultivate to invest in our vision of R4D? 
Discussion points:  
Know yourself – vision, weaknesses, strengths 
- Different investor types (need all) 
- Often region specific 
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- Issue specific  
- Drivers differed 
Different investor types (need all)  
- Implementing partners – delivering capacity; expertise 
- Funders 
- Enablers 
- Influencers – Policy; politicians; science community, ad brands, regulatory Govts. 
How we can monitor 
- Capacity Development  
- Good Will 
- Facilities 
- Human resources 
Not only money 
Types of investors 
- GGIAR fund / co – R4D 
- Development 
- Other research funds 
- Investors who allow ‘innovation / risk 
- Investors who “receive” proposals 
Cultivate new investors or stay with comfort able ones? 
Actions and recommendations: 
1. Mapping / analysis current investors 
a. How sustainable 
b. Risk analysis  
c. Other variances 
d. Over time 
e. Out of box? 
2. Mapping the drivers / reason to invest -  ours / theirs 
3. Move from ‘one-night stands’ to long-term relationships and partnerships 
4. Reinforce and support ‘cultivation’ – training shifts. ‘Exploit’ the good ones 
5. RM Strategy 
6. Comms targeted 
7. Clarify ‘own’ sell 
8. Cultivate investors who allow innovation and risk 
9. Recognize multiple types of investment  
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With whom should we strategically partner to achieve impact 
Discussion points:  
- Big international IPCC Forum – e.g. global 
agenda of action  
- International Institutions with global mandate – 
alternative emphasis FAO 
- Provide research support to WHO 
- National Institutions directly linked to 
stakeholders at grass level, GOYTS, NARES, level 
of policy making  
- Private sector – large biotech company – 
enables work to be done; - Smaller company – to 
disseminate outputs 
- NGOs 
- Regional Economic “groupings”, communities e.g. SADC, ASARECA, FARA 
- Higher Education Institutions 
- Producer Associations 
- Practicing Partner – Farmer / Farmer Association; Intermediaries 
- Influence Policy and Decision Making  - advocacy; decision makers 
- Technology adopters / implements – NGO; Govts; Research Institutions; Regional Organisations  
- Communication Partners – Media  
- ILRI’s Reputation – Within; External  
- Data / Information generating partners – National Govts; IAEA, NASA; Google 
- To ensure sustainability – Private sector (e.g. pharmaceutical companies) 
- To develop capacity, coaching / mentoring – ILRI, External to ILRI 
- Donors 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Develop capacity of partners 
- Mapping & identification of needs 
- Influence on policies, developments and 
implementation 
- For implementation of results 
- As knowledge broker in strategic events / 
workshops 
- Identification of needs and impact assessment 
- Communication strategy at different level 
- Branding (Re) / staff as ambassadors 
- Identify / work with champion who will influence 
decision making 
- Make ILRI a “household” name in livestock 
- Platforms for engaging media 
- Partners with charred interests  
- At regional and global scales e.g. COMESA, CAADP 
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How do we know when we are successfully growing capacity? 
Discussion points:  
- Need effective M & E / 
feedback mechanism 
from stakeholders  
- Participants tell us what 
they want  
- ILRI becomes facilitator 
and not implementers 
- Internal capacity 
development = great 
performance! 
- “Earning By Doing” 
- Partner’s Behaviour 
Change (KAP survey); 
outcome; mapping 
- Training isn’t required – 
have skills already as 
offer 
- Participants applied 
learning – empowered to 
do things without ILRI (support needed) 
- Rare to do follow-up on Capdev 
- How to “tease” out Capdev from impact? – too many variables? 
- Can you adapt RCT’s for impact assessment? 
- Participants achieve desired outcomes 
- Measuring indirect benefits “spin offs” from pro ect 
Need to define “success” in different scenarios  
- ILRI doesn’t measure anything! 
- Why not? Isn’t our responsibility 
- No follow up / documentation after Capdev 
- ILRI des internal Capdev – we do some 
- Do we “assess” partner’s capacity? 
- ILRI needs to use £demand driven” Capdev 
- Capdev needs to be included from beginning – including M & E – need a “systems” approach 
- Maybe more effective / efficient to “contract” Capdev or partner 
- Assumptions “that workshops are a silver bullet 
- If “return” participants – ‘success’? 
- Impact takes a long time – ILRI’s research takes a long time 
- Need an “enabling” environment to express Capdev 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Must monitor from beginning 
- Need an internal ILRI Capdev assessment re. management – customize based on needs – “state 
of art” 
- CG should offer courses on demand i.e. gender 
- Needs to be done / managed by line superior HR funds 
- All projects may not need Capdev to have impact 
- ILCR needs definitions for “success” / Capdev  
- Include / develop tools for measuring Capdev as participants skills develop 
- “Follow up” integrated from, beginning – including base line and long term follow-up  
- Capdev should involve all stakeholders 
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- Achieving outcomes; changes in K,S,A,P – we have achieved 
- Continued contact / relationship with participants 
- Need to celebrate success stories 
- Fund impact assessment on Capdev 
- M & M 
- Need to be better document “capacity development” – need an ILRI definition 
  
Where and upon whom we focus capacity development efforts? 
Discussion points:  
- Internal capacity 
- NARs 
- Boundary Partners (extension, NGO, etc.) 
- Policy Makers 
- We are not a last mile organisation (we interact with farmers but don’t necessarily have CD of 
farmers as our mandate) 
- Academia (including GFs)  
Actions and recommendations: 
- Do a ILRI skill gap analysis 
- Have different learning approaches to bridging the gap 
- Project specific CD of NARs 
- Imbed CD in on-going research efforts 
- More informal co-ordination – reaching out to CapDev for the expertise and support 
- Having CD intended in the project prospects 
- Need internal capacity (mentorship) to build capacities. 
 
Influencing: What is the right balance between leading change and enabling 
change? 
Discussion points:  
- Enabling change – policy 
- (Leading?) Expert vs. advocate vs. facilitator enabler – sustainability; arena / for a 
- Where is ILRA (which forum) a leader which enable lon? 
- Region-specific? Forum-specific? Issue Specific? 
- How should ILRI be “active”? E.g. in global forums / for a? 
- Which issues are relevant for ILRI vis a vis leadership? 
- E.g. markets (emerging) / private sector partnering 
- Who do you target? Types of partners (e.g.) “natural” advocates as partners 
- Strategies of behind the scene vs. direct 
- Targeting existing structures / systems / institutions – create them? 
- Embedding advisory actors in ILRI activities  
- Peer exchange and influencing “vision” 
- “Public goods” creation strategy / learning documenting / partnering with agency, with right role 
- CRP – Theory of change must be included 
- Depends on context / topic 
- Technology – we can lead change policy – we can enable change IRLI can be “tipping point” 
- NGOs moving to enabling change 
- Innovation systems – tech push vs. innovation capacity 
- For sustainability we need to enable more than lead 
- Leading from behind can = enabling 
 
Actions and recommendations: 
- Build in / plan resources for “polling / pushing” influence at beginning 
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- Systematic identification of actors / stakeholders “right” partners at beginning – “Mapping”; 
scoping/ ranking of partners 
- Do inventory of ILRI resources / skills for doing the above 
- Define the dissemination / communication strategy and policy engagement 
- Identify political objectives of partners 
- Knowledge / research translation into actionable recommendations 
- Include exit strategy  
- Open more discussion on balance between leading and enabling change / what we mean by 
influencing 
- More strategic targeting of actors we want to change 
- Make a reasonable question as part of change process 
 
Does anyone listen to us? What can we do to be heard better? 
Discussion points:  
- Do we listen to anyone? Do we talk to them? 
- Who is the “US”?   ILRI (in general); amongst ourselves – decision makers 
- We need to target who should listen to us? 
- Some people listen to us, but are they the right ones 
- Is ILRI right listening to any one we know? 
Listen 
- Some Donors – type of message, package, target audience, lobbying 
- Divergence of dissemination  
Don’t Listen 
- We’re not relevant 
- We don’t engage 
- Inappropriate packaging 
- Lack of trust 
Actions and recommendations:: 
1) Donors 
- Show evidence of ILRI potential outputs 
- Lobby 
- Show good governance  
- Continuous engagement / intelligence  
- Get new donors 
- Internal consideration 
2) Government  
- Align with country strategy  
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- Show evidence 
- Package our rout path, into policy papers 
- Image , e.g. open days 
- Provide solutions  
- Continuous engagement intelligence 
3) NGOs 
- Better package our managers and solutions 
- Local is international 
- Early engagement 
- NGOs: provide capacity; action research  
4) NARS 
- Joint proposal dev. 
- Our attitude – “we know it all!” 
- Communicate what’s possible for IRLI when working with NARs 
- Better synergy: avoid competition 
- Refunds 
5) Private Sector 
- Show evidence about possibility 
- Our products have market –think ahead 
- Programme of concept 
- Be proactive, engage them 
6) Farmers 
- Package better 
- Use intermediaries to reach farmers – give feedback 
- Use existing communication models  
 
Who best determines the nature and focus of research: researchers or 
users? 
Discussion points:  
- Should not limit to researchers and users only. Donors? 
- Either could influence donors 
- Need is embedded within Focus? 
- Both for researchers – reflected in adoption? 
- Consider different types of research 
- Users identify problems are drivers 
- Depends on how the question is pitched e.g. poverty / climate change 
- Depends on capacity of users and researchers 
- Users express problems; researchers; articulate how to address it 
- Users determine that what – while researchers determine how 
- Researchers can also be users 
- Users could be farmers, policy makers or society generated 
Actions and recommendations:  
- Users determine generic problems, while researchers refine it and identify options 
Comments: 
- Researchers – only hold part of the “how” answers – collective, iterative, action - learning 
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Can scientific research be participatory? 
Discussion points:  
- Contradictory? – Data constraint –case for participatory approach (e.g. part. EPI) 
- Remote sourcing – validation (part.) new ICT – allows sourcing “triangulation” 
- Trade-offs  “science rigour” vs. relevant and problem sourcing and / or disciplinary research 
- Voluntary vs., incentives? [ethical issues] 
- Use of participatory – inform which data to collect / study / use; - inform research agenda (local 
knowledge) 
- Continuous participation – “ownership”; feedback 
- Social and anthropology sciences are science and rigorous …needs strengthening in CGIAR! 
Actions and recommendations::  
- Capacity development – to include participatory approaches [should this be compulsory?] 
- Share information / guidelines 
- “mind-set change” - (above) – inter / multi-disciplinary teams 
- Ensure feedback is integral (“not extractive”) 
- Use of ITC – improve rigour / data points and sets 
- Innovation – engage with ICT developers; - new research design – R4D 
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From talk to action – Samoan circle 
 
On the morning of day 3, participants visited the various flip charts and prioritized issues and areas 
deserving further attention and action across ILRI.  
 
Six issues emerged that were then discussed in a ‘Samoan circle’ to identify take-home messages 
and 'next steps' around a) improving collaboration and communication, b) strengthening regions, c) 
staff and capacity development, d) influencing: enabling or leading change, e) awards and rewards, f) 
what constitutes strong science for development?' 
 
 
 
Take home messages were: 
 
 About influencing and leading or enabling change: key is that influencing is important for ILRI 
and to work on this we can use methods e.g. Outcome Mapping, impact pathways etc. We 
have to use outcome-oriented approaches at early stages. 
 When we put influencing in the strategy, we were thinking about being more 'intentional' 
and 'systematic' about it. 
 We have to open up, from influencing via communication to influencing via engagement. 
The posters were really inspiring and we seem to be pretty good at communicating but it's 
not enough: build conversations with other actors out there and seeing how we can 
combine our work with theirs to create something new. 
 We have to be careful to not only do science. At what level and with whom do we carry out 
our science? Where do we fit and what do we need to achieve?  
 We have to monitor what we are doing carefully. 
 How do we influence in the regions and how do we bring the regions to the centre? 
Influencing is not just from the headquarters, it's about enabling staff to do it everywhere, in 
diverse ways.  
 Who shapes the agenda in the regions? Can you develop your own strategy in the regions? 
This seems to be an issue. From the regional side, a regular complaint is to 'feel isolated'. It's 
good that this topic got voted. Regions are important to ILRI and people think about it. 
Regions are outstanding (standing out ;). Who are the different partners? What are the 
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niches of ILRI? How can we use these to influence and capacitate partners? We don't play a 
large but an important role. 
 Partnerships are not new for ILRI but how to influence capitalising on our partnerships? 
Some of us are very good at creating and maintaining partnerships and influencing. Such 
people (and teams) should be awarded / rewarded. Sometimes we need to be opportunistic 
about occasions to influence e.g. visiting policy makers. If the partnership is based on an 
issue, it's a very different dynamics than thinking about organisations that seem like 
interesting partners. We have to focus on the issue! 
 For ILRI to succeed in R4D, we have to do an ex-ante analysis of who we will work in the 
future (e.g. the big donors) and then to identify the group of champions. We have to 
systematise the groups we want to influence and target our research outputs to create the 
influence.  
 Sometimes we think we can do either partnerships or science but we can see partnerships as 
part of how excellent science can/should be done.  
 There shouldn't be a department of partnerships, it's everyone's responsibility. There is a 
perception that a few people are responsible for it but it has to expand across the institute. 
 About influencing, in many cases we are behind pulling the strings but we are not being 
recognised. We have to make people change their behaviour. We have to have a process by 
which others know that we have had some influence. We have to agree on what we want to 
influence in our partners/donors and what are measures used to see if we are successful in 
this.  
 We have to engage at different levels, which requires strong communication skills and we 
fear that we don't have these skills or have nothing to offer. Most often we tend to stick to 
our jargon which nobody understands. We need passion, capacity development etc. For the 
next APM, could we bring kindergarten children, pensioners, farmers and make a point to 
share the value of livestock research with them. That would be an excellent exercise. 
 Some people are more skilled at those areas. We should let them work on what they're good 
at. Not everyone coming to ILRI has to have partnership skills.  
 Perhaps we could map the partners we have in all regions so we can see who are our 
partners in those regions. Perhaps we don't leverage that enough. 
 I fear the transition between strictly research and development. The latter involves partners, 
different skills etc. We have to focus on systems science. We can't lose sight of excellent 
science. ILRI's value for money is also about exciting innovative research. We need to be 
intentional and become outcome-oriented. 
 How do we ensure that high level research informs development outcomes. Engagement 
and partnerships: do we acknowledge the process that leads to achieve these outcomes? 
We need different levels of engagement - it's not about finding partners looking for our 
research at the very end. We have to start pretty early and engage with partners 
throughout. Engage the people who are interested and likely to join forces. Engagement 
we're talking about is usually at high level but young scientists are not involved in 
partnerships. They don't have capacity, feel they're not used properly. It's the responsibility 
of senior scientists to trigger interest and develop their capacities to engage more and 
better. 
 There should be a reason for others to partner with us, hence the importance of good 
science and developing capacity. 
 In IMGoats we are working closely with BAIF in India and CARE in Mozambique. Our 
partnership work IS already happening. 'Get on with partnerships'! 
 Not everyone has to be good at everything, play peoples' strength. But we are growing 
*very* fast (IRS +50% in 2013?) - this is an opportunity to hire people with the right skillset 
and to achieve our CSF 'fit for purpose'.  
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 What are we going to do about regions? Recruitments are all being done for East Africa. 
Projects are not treated clearly: is Ethiopia a region? We tip-toe around these issues but we 
need to confront them head-on. If we keep growing in the regions, what does that mean for 
the regions? What critical mass do we need to get things off the ground in the region. Are 
we (staff members) ready to move to the regions? 
 We have to operationalise the ILRI strategy - that is critical! What is our strategy? What's the 
ILRI strategy for the regions and what are we targeting? What is our vision for our presence 
in the regions in 20 years? Once we have that vision we can implement activities and identify 
indicators, partners etc.  
 Our strategy is not an operational plan. The strategy is about the vision. It takes time to 
operationalise the vision. We want all answers but in our discussions we're having difficulty 
finding answers to operationalise the strategy.  
 Have we learned from our mistakes? Who should learn? What is our history?  
 ILRI had a great strategy 'Pathways out of poverty', which mapped where poor people 
worked and where livestock was. But CGIAR itself has changed. ILRI has to work across CG 
centres. We have to make sure we do good science that gets used, a lot of things we didn't 
have to do before. We're not just adjusting to CGIAR, we're repositioning ILRI towards the 
changes. Poverty is not the major focus now, we are focusing on prosperity and addressing 
the global food security agenda. We are influencing what people do, their practice (that's 
our science), but we're also trying to influence policy. We're poor at talking to the Minister 
of Finance. We have to get up to speed. 
 In our discussions, we're skewing institutionalisation e.g. writing, communication, 
partnerships. If we rely too much on institutionalisation we will become a hideous 
bureaucratic mess. There's a key difference between management and leadership. 
Operationalising the strategy will involve management and leadership. Team leaders, 
individual leaders etc. will have to 'just do it'. There's too much emphasis on management 
and procedures and not enough on fostering leadership. This means using inspiration, not 
compliance-based management. We have to focus on what inspires us to unlock potential. 
"This APM has started to do a little bit of that for me". 
 The ILRI strategy had lots of engagement and regional consultation. I wish there is 100% 
commitment from all of us to get the strategy on the ground. 
 How to improve cooperation and collaboration across ILRI? We discussed the seminars. 
Some people said that they want to stay in their room, shun seminars. But improving 
collaboration across ILRI is a behaviour and mindset issue. If you can't talk to 5 other people 
and communicate, contribute, we can't go far. "Otherwise we die". 
 There is a danger of becoming bureaucratic. Let's follow "We manage up, you manage 
down" and empower staff. ILRI has to continue doing good research but it doesn't have a 
very clear process from outputs to outcomes. We don't understand well the system in which 
we work with partners. The pockets of good work are not documented and shared enough. 
We have to do that if we are to reach the scale that matters. IDOs seem far away but they 
will hit us quickly. Learning how to communicate, share, work on all these issues, bring social 
learning, innovation systems and capacity development is a MUST HAVE. It's not just about 
the great work we do in the lab. We have to look beyond our immediate sphere of control. 
 I felt very excited about moving to getting research put into use and to operationalising a 
communication plan. Over the past 4-5 years I've seen a lot of good research but much more 
media-oriented. Now I begin to feel that we can go out there and get to our partners, have 
direct lines. We are going to talk to our partners, not as a reaction but proactively. That puts 
energy into me. When we engage with partners they don't know what we're doing. Partners 
ask: "How do we access your good work"? I have hope to be able to work on these 
questions. From now we must engage with x, y z. 
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 How do you connect across an entire value chain, make science functional and deliver 
impact at scale? I'm delighted to be part of ILRI at this junction because we are developing a 
new branch of science, building upon innovation platforms into other multi-stakeholder 
platforms. Let's move towards an action-oriented research agenda and document our work. 
 Research, science and development: What do we mean with these words? 
 An idea: private sector is not listening to us? We need incentives and examples. Could ILRI 
begin to incubate good ideas, products, solutions? E.g. Kapiti farm could do a lot more than 
what it is currently doing. We could provide training on business development and let staff 
catch the eye of other people? It could be a good example of inspiration, incentives and 
examples. 
 To what extent can we support our good science and its results into business? Let's do what 
we can and listen to the ideas of our partners behind us. To what extent can we have these 
discussions at all corners of ILRI beyond APMs? There was no Cc: to the party yesterday. 
How can we leverage this as a form of partnership that can deliver? 
 As we talk about partnerships, we've got to make sure our young scientists to be involved in 
partnerships. What efforts are we putting into this? We need mentoring so that young 
scientists can build partnerships too. 
 When looking at the ILRI research tree we should not forget the welfare of NRS roots. It's 
not just about the beautiful fruits but also about the invisible roots. 
 
